The purpose of this study is to show that modern computational power using an elementary lifting surface theory is in accord with the oftquoted statement that the minimum induced drag due to angle of attack on a wing occurs when the wing span load distribution is elliptical. However, the caveat must be introduced that the classical studies applied to a wing with an unswept quarter chord line. It will subsequently be shown by analyzing a straight-tapered wing with an 0.40 taper ratio that wing sweep angle has a significant effect upon the wing's induced drag.
The techniques illustrated by the latter results may be used when estimating an induced drag correction to apply to wind-tunnel test data on a relatively rigid model. The goal of these concepts is to improve full-scale aircraft performance estimations.
Discussion
Aeronautical engineering students are introduced to both two-dimensional airfoil and three-dimensional wings during studies of wing theory. As part of the introduction, they learn that an airfoil may be viewed as an infinite aspect ratio, constant cross section, unswept wing that satisfies the Helmholtz theorem relative to the concept of vortex formation by having the bound vortex extend spanwise from plus (+) to minus (-) infinity. It is the bound vortex contained in the airfoil, which produces sectional lift as described by the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem. A finite aspect ratio wing introduces the student to the concept of a trailing vortex system, which in turn has an influence upon the lift producing capability of the airfoil section due to the occurrence of an induced angle of attack upon the bound vortex. In turn, the resulting induced angle of attack distribution produces an induced drag contribution to the wing's aerodynamic drag.
In summary, a two-dimensional wing has profile drag that varies with angle of attack while a three-dimensional wing has both profile and induced drag. The variation of C D (drag coefficient) with C L (lift coefficient) is commonly known as the drag polar because of its resemblance to a parabolic shape. The purpose of the subsequent material is solely to investigate the properties of wing induced drag.
Solutions to the wing span-load problem were obtained both by Prandtl 1 and Glauert 2 (i.e., in the early 20 th century) with the accepted result being that the minimum induced drag due solely to angle of attack occurs for a wing with an elliptical span loading. For this case, the wing induced drag is expressed as: 
